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An
artistic
tour.  

Dokra ship

CODE: PUR01A

Some people take hiking tours, some tour 
landmarks, some set off on food tours, some 
visit religious spots and some travel to 
wherever the wind takes them. And yet, 
Bengal offers a trip you can take that touches 
heart, mind and soul, without the effort of 
planning a full blown trip.
 
Bengal abounds in artistic talent so prolific 
that the materials, styles, sensibilities and 
even the products change with every 
district. From cane, to textiles, to 
magnificent artifacts made from wood, you 
can look forward to be surprised, excited 
and impressed at almost every turn.

You don’t need to pack your bags…but do 
carry a shopping bag, though.

At
Srishtishree.
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Wooden Horse
CODE:  BAN 01A



What is
Srishtishree,
the
urban haat?
Imagine you have traveled to a remote 
village in the heart of Bengal in 
search of some authentic craft to 
bring home. You find a pair of 
exquisite salt and pepper shakers 
handcrafted from bamboos. You love 
them, but now you face a new 
problem. Your table-mats at home will 
completely diminish the impact the 
shakers would make.

So, you travel to another village.

Instead, just hop over to Srishtishree.  
where the finest products by artisans 
from all over Bengal are curated and 
sold. Imagine every haat (fair) in 
every village being held in 
air-conditioned comfort all year 
round.

That is Srishtishree, in a nutshell. A 
brand of the Govt. of West Bengal, 
where handcrafted products are made 
by the Women of Self Help Groups 
from districts across the state. And 
sold by them.
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Shantiniketan Leather Bag
CODE:  BIR 01A
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Terracota Durga 

with Ganesh 

Wall Deco

CODE: N24 01A



Home &
Décor 
It is our belief that ‘home and décor’ 
is perhaps too simplistic a term to 
truly capture the wonder of the 
craft produced across the districts 
of Bengal.

No item here is passive. Instead, 
they are conversation starters. 
These are pieces where the poetry 
of the heart combines with 
technical wizardry that’s been 
carried forward across generations. 
A simple coaster or an elaborate 
coffee table can reveal new nuance 
every time your gaze falls upon it.

Can coconut shells really be so 
malleable? Can humble bed linen 
make one feel it should be framed 
and not used? Can every item be 
this magnificent?

How is it that wood flows like water 
in a stream? Or a lamp shade shed 
new light on what artistry can 
mean?

How can ordinary day-to-day 
things be so extraordinary?

These questions cannot be 
answered, to be honest. Yet, all the 
answers can be experienced.

Dokra palki 
CODE:  PUR 01B



Dokra

Santal Couple

Santal

woman mask

Dokra airavat elephant
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CODE: BAN01

CODE: BAN08

CODE: PUR02

Terracotta Tiles

Santal

man mask

Dokra Singa

Dokra Serpai

(container for measurement of rice)

Dokra Durga 
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CODE: BAN03

CODE: BAN05

CODE: PUR01

CODE: BAN04



Jute Owl 

Dokra Ganesh

Mud 

Flower vase

Jute

Flower vase
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CODE: PUR03

CODE: SILO1

CODE: N2402B

CODE: N2402

Dasavtar hand fan 

Bamboo masks

Dokra Human figure having Huka on Khatia 

Dokra Bull 

on wooden 

frame
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Jute

Ramkrishna 

statue 

CODE: BAN06

CODE: DDP01

CODE: BAN07

CODE: WMED02

CODE: BAN08
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Potochitra 

Jute Flower vase & 

Plant holder

Wooden and Jute tray

Jute plant 

Holder

CODE: N2403

CODE: WMED03

CODE: N2403A

CODE: N2404
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Terracota 

planter

Bamboo lamp shade 

Bamboo 

flower vase

CODE: SILO2

CODE: UDD01

CODE: UDD02



Cotton Thread Runner 

Medium size 

Mat

Paposh/Doormat
Broom
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CODE: MUR01
CODE: DAR01

CODE: UDD03

CODE: UDD04

Sabai grass 

Laundry Bag

Bedcover with 

Pillow cover

Bamboo

Lamp Shade

Jute Gift tray
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CODE: S24A01

CODE: JH01CODE: UDD02

CODE: HOG01



Fashion & Acce
Although the ubiquitous saree has a 
special place in the hearts of 
artisans across Bengal, there is much 
to find here. Kurtas, kurtis, tops, 
dresses and much more.

The saree, of course, boasts a variety 
to rival even the connoisseur’s 
demands. Whether embroidered, 
handloom, silk or Katha (which, in 
fact, is an art form all on its own), 
there’s much to be overawed by.

Yet, what makes it all so appealing is 
that each design is unique, infused 
with the personality of the district 
it’s made in. And the artisan’s.

ssories

Murshidabadi Silk Saree

CODE: MUR02



Dhonekhali 

Saree
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Gachhi Tussar 

Silk Saree

CODE: HOG02

CODE: BIR02

Kantha in 

Bangalore Silk 

Saree

Assam Khadi
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CODE: NAD01

CODE: EBAR01



Aplique Kurta Potochitra T-shirt

Dokra Necklace

Dokra Bangles

Covered Shoe
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CODE: WBAR03 CODE: WMED04

CODE: PUR01

CODE: BAN09

CODE: N2408
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Bangalore 

Silk Dupatta

Bangalore 

Silk Dupatta

Bangalore 

Silk Dupatta

CODE: EBAR02

CODE: BIR03

CODE: BIR04



Jute Tote Bag
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CODE: N2409

Leather Bag

Cotton 

Hand Bag

Shital pati 

Hand Bag

Jute Hand Bag

Potli
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CODE: BIR05

CODE: N2410

CODE: N2411

CODE: BIR06

CODE: COOH01



Cane 

Fruit 

Basket

Kitchen &

CODE: JAL01

It is said that the kitchen (and 
the dining area, by extension) 
is the heart of every home.

This is something every artisan 
in every district across Bengal 
believes to the core. Not just 
because of the love they put 
into creating kitchenware and 
tableware, but because, often, 
that is where they work. In 
their homes, with their families 
around them, while warm food 
being prepared spreads its 
aroma around their 
households.

What they create is beyond art. 
It is their souls that they pour 
into every piece.

And yet, the genius of the 
functionality is itself enough to 
impress. With little touches that 
make them easier to use, more 
comfortable and always, 
always gorgeous.

Food is functional. Yet, the 
hands that cook it sprinkle it 
with magic.

This is no different.

Dining

Hot pot 

with Lid  

of Sabai 

Grass

CODE: JHA02



Earthen 

Coffee mug
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Copper Mug

Wooden Chopper 

Board, Serving Tray 

and Bowls 

CODE: DAR02

CODE: BAN11

CODE: BAN10
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Earthern 

Water 

Bottle

Earthern 

Tea pot set

CODE: BAN12

CODE: BAN13



Office
In today’s world, the office is an 
ambiguous thing. It can be a corporate 
building in a busy part of town or a 
quiet corner of your bedroom. However, 
one aspect of office space that is 
common to almost everybody is that 
very few like for it to look official.

Even your office desk needs some 
personal touches. We don’t realise it, but 
this is what both roots and motivates us 
to put in our best.

What better representation, therefore, of 
your unique self than office items from 
an enterprise like no other? Office items 
that are imbued with generations of 
culture, the atmosphere of where it was 
created and the inimitable sensibilities 
of an artist working with passion.

Just as your laptop connects you to the 
world, so does an artisan’s art connect 
with yours.

Jute Laptop 

Bag

CODE: S2403
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Jute 

Storage

Basket

Tub 

Holder

Wooden 

Pen Stand

Jute Pen 

Stand

CODE: N2406

CODE: JHA03

CODE: COO01

CODE: N2406
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CODE: N2407

Jute Folders
CODE: S2402

CODE: S2401

Jute Folders

Jute File
CODE: MUR03

Jute File



ANANDADHARA
Panchayats and Rural Development Department

Govt. of West Bengal

Address: Srishtishree, 2 Gariahat Road (South)
e-mail: wbsrlm@gmail.com

Mob: 9830792965 / 9433079597


